Efficiency for your
Production.
You want to know more:
www.olbrich.com/floorcoverings

Floor Covering Industry

High-efficiency Machines and Lines for the Production of Floor Coverings

More than 60 years of experience and our own pilot plant have
made Olbrich the first choice when it comes to production lines
for flexible floor coverings. The first 4 m and 5 m wide coating
line for heterogeneous PVC coverings worldwide and the introduction of the consistent inline production – from the substrate
up to the ready-to-sell packaged roll – are only a few of the
groundbreaking milestones we have set for the floor covering
industry.
For the efficient production of flexible floor coverings, Olbrich
is your competent partner for all process steps today: from the
product structure and the surface finishing all the way up to
converting the product into a roll ready for sale.
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Our Customers’ Products

Inline Production Technology

• Heterogeneous floor coverings
• Homogeneous floor coverings
• CV flooring
• Safety flooring
• Acoustic flooring
• Sports flooring
• Design flooring / LVT
• PVC-free flooring
• VCT
• Linoleum
• Rubber flooring

From the substrate to the ready-to-sell, packed roll, today all
production steps are combined in complex Inline-processes.
The processing of working widths of 2 m, 4 m and even 5 m is
realised inline on Olbrich Machines. Applying this technology
the availability of the line and thus also the overall efficiency
are considerably improved.
The complete product structure is manufactured in a single
pass through the line. The continuous production operation
is guaranteed by modern machine solutions:

Line Concepts
• Quick adjustments of the coating heads
with highest-possible repeat accuracy 		
and formulation administration
• Printing line with up to 12 printing heads
for quick design changes
• Quick change of embossing tools by turret embossers with 2, 3 or 4 embossing
rollers in the machine
• Lacquering units with double heads for
a flying lacquer change
• High-efficiency winding and packaging
lines for up to 2 rolls/min and / or
4 rolls/min in the case of a production
of 2 x 2 m

• Coating lines
• Printing lines
• Laminating lines
• Embossing lines
• Lacquering lines
• Tempering lines
• Winding and packaging lines
• Complete Inline solutions and
factory planning
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